AnyChart Joins Qlik Technology Program
Direct integration makes it easy for business users to generate
stunning new visualizations natively in Qlik
May 7, 2019
St. Augustine, FL: AnyChart’s award winning visualization library is now available as a
packaged Extension in Qlik. Qlik Customers will now have more data visualizations than
ever before with 36 new chart types. AnyChart has built charting libraries for over 15 years,
and recently released 3 Extensions to work natively in the Qlik environment; they are
AnyChart, AnyGantt, and AnyStock.
Overall, AnyChart has already delivered 36 of over 70 chart types to Qlik Sense:
 AnyChart extension features Sankey, Heatmap, Pyramid, Funnel, Mekko, Mosaic,
Radar, Quadrant, Tag Cloud, and numerous other charts referred to as basic — for a
wide range of data analytics tasks.
 AnyGantt brings Gantt charts and Resource charts — for data-driven project and
resource management.
 AnyStock adds unique time series charts for insightful analysis of financial and stock
market data as well as any other timeline-based data.
“We're excited to be partnering with AnyChart, and their extensions will provide customers
with additional choices for building even more compelling visualizations,” said Mike Foster,
Vice President, Strategic Partners at Qlik.
“By partnering with Qlik, and their powerful ecosystem, we are able to expand our user base
beyond developers. Our visualization library will provide new chart types to the Qlik
community allowing business users to create stunning new charts natively inside their Qlik
environment,” said Mark Peters, Vice President, Sales at AnyChart.
AnyChart's advanced charting extensions for Qlik Sense are available to download and
come with a 30-day free trial. With multiple licensing options available AnyChart can scale to
meet the requirements of any organization.
To learn more about the AnyChart Extension stop by booth 132 at Qonnections May 13-16
in Dallas, TX.
For more information on the AnyChart Extension for Qlik visit: http://qlik.anychart.com
About AnyChart:
AnyChart is a leading provider of data visualizations for developers worldwide. With over 15
years of experience building Charts, our products have been deployed by thousands of
software companies who depend on us for their products and solutions. Built by developers
for developers! And now Qlik Customers!

